- Case Study -

Bosch spexor Adds New Layers
of Value with Air Quality &
Pollen Insights

About spexor


The Bosch spexor mission is to provide “more security and
freedom”, wherever it is needed so users of their
technology can enjoy a carefree everyday life. With its
integrated SIM card, a powerful battery and handy size,
spexor’s IoT device is a fully portable security assistant,
which can detect hazardous situations almost everywhere:
at home, in the garage, garden shed, car, caravan or
motorhome. 
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The Solution

01
Add Outdoor Air Quality &
Pollen Data to the App
Bosch spexor already tracks and analyzes indoor air
quality every 30 seconds within its mobile assistant. To
give consumers a complete picture of the air they are
breathing, spexor set out to find the most accurate
outdoor air quality information to sit alongside their own
indoor data.  


BreezoMeter’s data was integrated into the Bosch spexor
app so users can track current, hyper-local environmental
conditions. The app shows users the concentration of
individual substances such as fine particles or CO2 and
the current pollen count, on a scale of 1 to 5. The app also
offers a next day forecast, allowing those with respiratory
sensitivities to better plan and limit their exposure to
factors that may exacerbate their symptoms.


02
Adding Insights &
Personalized Alerts to the
Experience
With the addition of outdoor air quality data, spexor is able
to compare outdoor and indoor air quality, side-by-side,
and provide personalized recommendations and exposure
insights. E.g. open the window and ventilate now, or wait
until air quality improves. Using the BreezoMeter
integration, the app offers a variety of health tips,
especially for asthmatics, the elderly and children.

03

Leverage Environmental
Insights for In-App
Subscription Model
With the addition of outdoor air quality and pollen count
features into the app, new in-app add-on purchase
options were introduced. Both the air quality and pollen
features can be tested for a 14-day free trial. Beyond the
trial, users have the option to add the pollen display for
only 0.99 €/year and the outdoor air quality display for just
14.99 €/year. This adds a new revenue stream for spexor
and a way for consumers to select and pay for the
services and data that are valuable to them.

T h e R e s u lt s

Extending Bosch spexor’s
Traditional Security Monitoring
Function


The integration of BreezoMeter
into the Bosch spexor app has
expanded the traditional camping
and home monitoring use cases,
offering rich information and
functionality for users and creating
long-term satisfaction. The new
features have boosted product
diversification, strengthened the
‘Health Assurance’ image of the
spexor brand, and continue to
satisfy increasing awareness of air
quality exposure as a result of
Covid.







Increased Engagement in the
Bosch spexor App



Successful Introduction of New
Revenue Streams



With the addition of more features
and functionality, usage of the
Bosch spexor app has increased
over the last eighteen months to
more than 10,300 active devices.
spexor availability has also
expanded in that time to cover more
than 15 EU countries including
Austria, France, Germany, the
Netherlands and Switzerland.

Following the introduction of the
trial, more than 72% of users opted
to continue using the air quality and
pollen features after the two-week
trial period; proof that the additional
features are valuable to consumers
and respond to the need for
accurate and up-to-date data on air
quality conditions, both indoors and
outdoors.  






“With spexor we want customers to experience more
security and less worry in their daily lives. Reliable data is
fundamental to this mission. Partnering with BreezoMeter
we know we are leveraging the most accurate
environmental data out there, and have created new
features in our app that are highly valued by our customers”




Christian Mordhorst, App Development at Bosch spexor
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